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I, JURISDICTION 
The Appellee agrees with and adopts the jurisdictional 
statement of Appellant. 
II, STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
The Appellee accepts the statement of issues presented by 
Appellant and the related standards of review. 
Ill, DETERMINATIVE STATUTES, ORDINANCES OR RULES 
Appellee agrees with Appellant that no interpretation of a 
constitutional provision, statute, ordinance or rule is believed to 
be solely determinative of the outcome of this case. 
IV. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of Case, Course of Proceedings and Disposition 
in District Court. 
On July 4, 1991, Cindy Dubois was terminated by Fred Meyer for 
violating several company policies regarding the purchase of a 
computer at an unauthorized price. As a result of her termination, 
Ms. Dubois filed a wrongful termination claim based upon an 
implied-in-fact employment agreement as well as claims for 
intentional infliction of emotional distress, slander, and breach 
of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 
Fred Meyer denied the allegations of the complaint and filed 
a counterclaim for the difference between the price paid for the 
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computer and the actual employee price of the computer. The 
counterclaim is not in dispute. 
After conducting extensive discovery, Fred Meyer filed its 
Motion for Summary Judgment which was granted by the court's order 
of June 8, 1992. See R. 312-14 (Trial Court's Order is attached as 
Addendum). Ms. Dubois filed a Notice of Appeal on January 8, 1992 
and no cross appeal has been filed by Fred Meyer. 
B. Statement of Undisputed Material Facts. 
1. In 1972, Plaintiff-Appellant, Cindy Dubois, began working 
for Fred Meyer and continued such employment, on and off, for the 
next 19 years. She held a variety of positions in various 
departments of the store including manager of a photo-electronics 
department. Ms. Dubois also assisted other stores in training 
their personnel for management positions. R. 214-21 (Deposition of 
Dubois, Vol. I., p. 7, 1. 5 - p. 14, 1. 19) (all deposition 
excerpts are found in Addendum). 
2c On December 29, 1990, the Fred Meyer store at which Ms. 
Dubois worked in Bountiful, Utah, was sent a notice from corporate 
headquarters in Oregon regarding a stripped down 6800SX computer 
shell which retailed for $999. R. 252 (Deposition of Gary Jones, p. 
43, 1. 7-11); R. 258 (Exhibit No. 7 to that deposition). 
3c Two days later, on the morning of December 31, New Year's 
Eve, the Ms. Dubois and Mr. Dave Swearngin, a co-worker, were 
working together at the Fred Meyer store in Bountiful, Utah. Mr. 
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Swearngin was going through the mail the store had received and 
pointed out to Dubois that a notice had come in regarding a 6800SX 
computer for $999. R. 223-24 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 34, 
1. 16 - p. 35, 1. 6); R. 222 (Deposition of Dubois, Vol I at p. 21, 
1. 4-9). 
4. Dubois believed that the price listed on the notice might 
not be correct, R. 226, (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 38, 1. 15-
18) and therefore immediately called Mr. Gary Jones in Portland, 
Oregon, who was the corporate buyer for the photo-electronics 
department. R. 227 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 39, 1. 5-11). 
5. Mr. Jones told Dubois that to his knowledge the price of 
$999.97 for the 6800SX computer was incorrect, but, told her that 
he would look into the price discrepancy and have it corrected. R. 
228 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 40, 1. 4-5). 
6. Dave Swearngin (the co-worker) told Dubois that the price 
should be $1999. R. 228. Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 40, 1. 
11-14. In fact, Mr. Swearngin altered the notification in the 
presence of Dubois to reflect the price of $1999. R. 228 (Deposi-
tion of Dubois, Vol. I, p. 40, 1. 18-20). 
7. That day, Mr. Jones, the corporate buyer in Portland, 
researched the price and found that the 6800SX computer was in the 
Fred Meyer computerized price book (the C.E.M. system) at a price 
of $1999.99. R. 248-49 (Deposition of Jones, p. 39, 1. 18 - p. 40, 
1. 2). Jones then spoke with a co-worker at corporate 
headquarters, who determined that a notification had gone out to 
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the Bountiful, Utah store indicating that a different 6800SX 
computer shell (a stripped version of the normal 6800SX) was 
available to stores by special order for $999.99. R. 250 (Deposi-
tion of Jones, p. 41, 1. 1-3). 
8. Jones then sent a Memo to all stores explaining the 
apparent mistake made by Dubois, confusing the standard 6800SX 
computer system with the stripped down 6800SX computer shell. R. 
253-54 (Deposition of Jones, p. 44, 1. 11 - p. 45, 1. 14). As 
explained by Mr. Jones, each 6800SX computer was easily distin-
guishable by reference to its Fred Meyer (FM) number. The FM 
number for the in-stock 6800SX computer system was 224584 while the 
FM number for the new 6800SX computer shell was 200316. R. 255-56 
(Deposition of Jones, p. 48, 10 19 - p. 49, 1.1). 
9. Although Dubois had been told that there was one or two 
6800SX computers in the back room, Rc 225 (Deposition of Dubois, 
Vol0 I, p. 36, 1. 19-22), she never checked the UPC numbers or FM 
numbers for the computers in the back room against the store's 
computerized price book (the "CEM system"). R. 242 (Deposition of 
Dubois, Vol. II, p. 6, 1. 4-11). 
10. On the morning of January 2, 1991, two days after Dubois' 
conversation with Jones (the corporate buyer), Dubois informed her 
manager, Dennis Robson, about the notice as well as her 
conversation with Jones. Robson then told Dubois to make sure that 
the price was correct before selling the computer. R.23 0-31 
(Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 46 1. 17 - p. 47 1. 16). 
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11. That evening, shortly after Robson had left for the day, 
Dubois went to the back room and removed the 6800SX computer 
system, R. 233 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 51, 1. 5-6) and 
brought it up to the cash register attended by Dave Swearngin. R. 
234 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 52, 1. 4-6). Dubois then 
handed Swearngin the UPC number which she had copied from the 
notice for the 6800SX shell which was different from the UPC number 
on the box. R. 236-37 (Deposition of Dubois Vol I, p. 54, 1. 23 to 
p. 55, 1. 4) . 
12. Dubois then represented to Swearngin that she had checked 
the CEM system for that computer and the price of $999.97 was 
correctly shown. Dubois checked the CEM system with the number 
from the notice for the stripped down computer but never checked 
the number from the box in the back room which she purchased. R. 
238 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 63, 1. 4-8). Therefore, 
Swearngin input the UPC number given him by Dubois which reflected 
a price of $999.97. R. 236 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 54, 1. 
2-5) . However, if Dubois had checked the UPC number on the 
computer's box in the CEM system, the CEM system would have shown 
that the computer in the box actually sold for $1999. R. 247 
(Deposition of Jones, p. 30, 1. 17 and R. 257 (Exhibit 3 to Jones 
Deposition); R. 248-49 (Deposition of Jones, p. 39, 1. 18 - p. 40, 
1. 2) . 
13. Dubois did not attempt to contact Jones, the corporate 
buyer, again at any time before she purchased the computer. R. 232 
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(Deposition of Dubois, Vol. I, p. 49, 1. 1-2). 
14. The following morning, Swearngin informed his department 
manager and store director that he had sold the computer to Dubois 
for an unauthorized price. R. 261-64 (Deposition of Perry Taylor, 
p. 15, 1. 7 - p. 18, 1. 16-19). 
15. After further investigation by store personnel, including 
security personnel, a meeting was scheduled between Dubois, two 
security personnel and Mr. Charles Dillier, regional head of photo-
electronics. At that meeting, Dubois admitted that she had 
contacted the buyer in Portland, that the buyer had told her that 
the price of the 6800SX computer was wrong, and that he would fix 
it; and when he had not informed her within three days (two of 
these three days being New Year's Eve and New Year's Day), Dubois 
purchased it; that the computer was still at Dubois' home in the 
box that it had come in, that she had not opened the box yet and 
that she was checking the CEM system daily in case there was a 
change in price. R. 267-70 (Deposition of Dillier, p, 18, 1. 3 to 
p. 21. 1.8) . 
16. At this meeting Dillier fired Dubois. R. 271 (Deposition 
of Dillier, p. 22, 1. 7-10). Dillier based his decision to 
terminate Dubois on several grounds. Dubois had violated company 
policy as stated in the Fred Meyer Employee Responsibilities Form 
by giving herself an unauthorized discount on store merchandise and 
by being dishonest. See Id at 213-25; see also R. 87 (Employee 
Responsibility Form Section 1(1) (b) ) . She had also committed 
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insubordination by purchasing the computer after being told that 
the price was wrong and that she should not purchase it for that 
amount. R. 271 (Deposition of Dillier, p. 22, 1. 11 to p. 24, 1. 
13) . 
17. It is the practice of Fred Meyer managers to keep in 
daily contact via telephone conversations regarding such issues as 
sales volume, setting of ads, borrowing merchandise, and various 
problems. R. 278 (Deposition of Robson, p. 24, 1. 8-21). 
18. During one of these daily conversations between Robson 
and Jan Williams, a photo-electronics manager at another local Fred 
Meyer store, one such problem that came up was the fact that an 
employee, Dubois, was able to purchase a computer at an 
unauthorized discount and that Fred Meyer security was to come in 
and speak with her that morning. R. 278-79 (Deposition of Robson, 
p. 24, 1. 18 - p. 25 1. 4). 
19. According to Mr. Williams, Robson informed him that there 
was a computer in the system at an incorrect price, that everyone 
in the department was aware of the incorrect price, and that 
Dubois, nevertheless, had purchased the computer at that 
unauthorized price. R. 282 (Deposition of Williams, p. 8, 1. 7-11). 
20. Williams subsequently spoke with Chris Cox, a photo-
electronics manager, and related to Mr. Cox that there had been a 
problem regarding the pricing of the 6800SX system, that loss 
prevention personnel were handling the matter, and they were going 
to speak with Dubois about the situation. R. 283-84 (Deposition of 
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Williams, p. 11, 1. 18 to p. 12, 1. 2). 
21. Williams spoke with Robson at a later date whereupon 
Robson told Williams that Dubois had been dismissed. R. 285 
(Deposition of Williams, p. 14, 1. 9-23). 
C, Two Facts Undisputed as to Fred Meyer's Reliance 
on Such Facts But Disputed by Dubois as to 
Truthfulness• 
1. Fred Meyer's corporate buyer, Gary Jones, who Dubois 
initially telephoned to determine if the price was correct, 
testified that not only did he tell Dubois that the price of $999 
was incorrect R. 228 (Deposition of Dubois, Vol I at p. 40, 1. 4-5) 
but he also told her "absolutely under no terms should you sell the 
computer at $999o!l R0 251 (Deposition of Jones, p. 42, 1. 5-6). 
2c Dubois' department manager, Robson, not only told 
Dubois to make sure the price was right before selling the 
computer, Rc 231 (Deposition of Dubois, Vol. I, at p. 47, 1. 15-16) 
but also told her that the price of $999 was wrong and that no 
employee should purchase the computer for that price. R. 276-77 
(Deposition of Robson, p. 16, 1. 19 to p. 17, 1. 7). This 
statement by Robson to Dubois was made in the presence of Dave 
Swearngin who confirmed Robson's statement that no employee was to 
purchase the computer for $999. R. 288-89 (Deposition of Swearngin, 
p. 11, 1. 25, to pe 12, 1. 8). 
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V. SUMMARY OF APPELLEE'S ARGUMENTS ON APPEAL 
A. The District Court Properly Dismissed Dubois' Claim for 
Breach of Employment Contract and Wrongful Termination. 
Dubois' claim for wrongful termination is based on an implied-
in-fact employment contract with Fred Meyer created by Fred Meyer's 
employee responsibility form. Her claim can be no broader than her 
rights under the implied-in-fact contract. Under the employee 
responsibility form, Dubois had substantive rights. However, no 
procedural rights are created by the form. Under Utah law, it is 
not the court's role to evaluate whether it agrees with Fred 
Meyer's decision, rather the court may only determine whether Fred 
Meyer fulfilled the terms of its implied contract with Dubois. 
It is undisputed that Fred Meyer had substantial grounds for 
its termination decision. Furthermore, Dubois produced no evidence 
whatsoever suggesting that Fred Meyer's stated grounds were merely 
pretextual. Under these circumstances, the trial court's ruling 
was appropriate. 
B. The District Court Properly Dismissed Dubois' Claim of 
Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress. 
Under the facts of this case, there was insufficient evidence 
to suggest that Fred Meyer's termination of plaintiff was 
outrageous or intolerable. Furthermore, there is no evidence that 
Fred Meyer's conduct was motivated by the desire to cause plaintiff 
emotional distress. 
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C. The District Court Properly Dismissed Dubois' Claim for 
Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair 
Dealing Regarding Her Employment Contract with Fred 
Meyer. 
Dubois' claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing was properly dismissed for two reasons. First, 
the Utah Supreme Court has already rejected application of the 
covenant in implied-in-fact employment contracts. Second, even if 
the covenant did exist, there was no evidence of a pretextual 
firing or that Fred Meyer fired Dubois for other than the stated 
reasons. 
D. The District Court Properly Dismissed Dubois' Claim for 
Slander. 
The discussions between Fred Meyer managers were not 
defamatory, but were qualifiedly privileged under Utah law. The 
discussions about Dubois' activities provided appropriate price 
discrepancy information concerning the computers and also provided 
a deterrent effect against similar conduct. 
VI, APPELLEE'S ARGUMENTS 
A. The District Court Properly Dismissed Dubois' 
Claim for Breach of Employment Contract and Wrongful 
Termination. 
In Utah, an employee's relationship with his or her employer 
is at-will unless altered by an express or implied contract. See 
Berube v. Fashion Centre Ltd., 771 Pc2d 1033, 1044-46, 1050 (Utah 
1989) . In this matter, such an implied contract exists by virtue 
of the Fred Meyer Employee Responsibility Form. See R. 87 (See 
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Addendum); see also Berube, 771 P.2d at 1044-46, 1050. 
Employment contracts may contain procedural and substantive 
requirements regarding employee terminations. Procedural 
requirements, such as the right to a hearing or to be represented 
by a fellow employee, were not provided in Dubois' implied contract 
with Fred Meyer. Substantive requirements, on the other hand, were 
included. Substantively, a Fred Meyer employee could be terminated 
for taking unauthorized discounts, dishonesty, insubordination, or 
other employment-related misconduct. See R. 87. The trial court's 
job was to determine whether Fred Meyer terminated Ms. Dubois 
pursuant to those substantive requirements. To make that 
determination, the trial court was required to examine the evidence 
supporting Fred Meyer's decision to terminate Dubois. After 
examining this evidence, the trial court considered whether Dubois 
possessed any contrary evidence indicating some pretext behind her 
termination. As indicated in the trial court's Order, no evidence 
whatsoever of pretextual termination was offered by plaintiff. See 
R0 312-14. In fact, the trial court noted that: 
Had plaintiff produced such evidence, a factu-
al issue would exist whether plaintiff's 
termination was for the stated grounds or was 
for another reason. Having a substantial 
basis for its decision and no evidence of 
pretext having been presented, the defendant's 
motion must be granted. 
See R. 314, paragraph 5 (Order attached as Addendum). 
Dubois' main claim against Fred Meyer is that she was 
wrongfully terminated because she had a good faith basis to believe 
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that the actual price of the computer was $999 rather than $1999. 
The issue before this court, however, is not whether Dubois in good 
faith believed the price of the computer to be $999. Dubois is not 
on trial. Rather, as will be explained, infra, the question is 
whether Fred Mever had a reasonable basis to believe that Dubois 
had violated company policy in purchasing the computer. 
A civil court's job in reviewing an employee's alleged 
wrongful termination is not to determine whether it agrees with the 
employer's decision to terminate the employee. Rather, the trial 
court's role is to determine whether the employer fulfilled its 
contract with the employee. See R. 313-14, paragraphs 3 and 4. In 
this case, the court considered whether Fred Meyer had a reasonable 
basis from which it concluded that the employee had violated 
company policy, thus supporting the employee's termination pursuant 
to the implied employment contract. Thus, it is the employer's 
conduct which is at issue, rather than the employee's conduct. In 
this context, the trial court's function is much like an appellate 
court's role in deferential review of a trial court's findings of 
fact. The civil courts may not relitigate the employer's decision, 
but may only determine the employer's compliance with the contract. 
See Russell v. Oaden, Union Ry & Depot Co., 122 Utah 107, 247 P.2d 
257, 261-62 (Utah 1952). 
Assuming that Dubois was not an at-will employee, she could be 
dismissed by Fred Meyer pursuant to the terms of her employment 
contract. See Berube v. Fashion Centre, Ltd., 771 P.2d 1033, 1044-
12 
46, 1050 (Utah 1989). The Fred Meyer Employee Responsibilities 
Form (R. 87) provides several justifications for Fred Meyer's 
actions in this case. Specifically, section I defines Employee 
Conduct Which Will Result In Immediate Termination Without Prior 
Warnings: 
I. Dishonesty of any kind - ON OR OFF THE 
JOB. Some examples: 
• * * 
b. Giving or receiving unauthorized 
credit or price discounts on mer-
chandise sold or purchased in our 
stores. Unauthorized price dis-
counts would include "AD" prices 
when such are NOT available to the 
public... 
• * * 
6. Insubordination, such as willfully dis-
obeying the instructions of an authorized 
person-in-charge or disrespectful conduct 
towards a supervisor or person-in-charge... 
• * * 
II. Other employment-related misconduct which 
is determined by the company to be of an 
equally serious nature. 
See R. 87 (emphasis added). 
Based on the facts surrounding the computer purchase, Fred 
Meyer clearly possessed substantial grounds for believing that 
Dubois had violated these provisions. See R. 313, paragraph 3 
(Trial Court's Order). Accordingly, such evidence justified her 
termination. See id., see also Russell v. Qgden Union Ry. & Depot 
Co., 122 Utah 107, 247 P.2d 257 (Utah 1952). 
In Russell V. Ocrden Union Rv & Depot Co., supra, the plain-
tiff-employee was employed under a union contract which provided 
that no yardman could be suspended or dismissed without first 
having a fair and impartial hearing and his guilt established. The 
employee had the right to be represented by an employee of his or 
her choice. If dismissal was found to be unjust, the employee 
would be reinstated and paid for all time lost. Russell, 247 P.2d 
at 258. In Russell, an appropriate hearing had been held and the 
company hearing officer had found that the employee was properly 
terminated. On appeal from the trial court's grant of summary 
judgment, the employee argued that before the court could uphold 
the firing, the evidence in court must clearly reveal the 
employee's guilt. The Utah Supreme Court rejected that contention 
stating that in any investigation or hearing there must be a trier 
of facte In disciplinary matters, the trier of fact is the 
investigating officer of the employer. If the investigation 
reveals that the charges made were without substance or were 
inconsequential, or that the supporting evidence would not justify 
disciplinary action, then any finding made by the trier of fact 
would be unsupported and, itself, would not support the disciplin-
ary action» The credibility of the witnesses is one of the things 
which the trier of fact must decide. However, the fact finder may 
not arbitrarily disbelieve credible evidence or base a finding upon 
mere suspicion or conjecture. Russell, 247 P. 2d at 261-62. Under 
Russell, if facts reasonably support the employer's decision, the 
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court may not second-guess the employer's conclusion that the 
employee had violated the company standard. 
Under Russell, Fred Meyer need not prove that Dubois was 
intentionally dishonest or intentionally insubordinate. Rather, 
Fred Meyer need only prove that it had substantial evidence from 
which it reasonably concluded that such misconduct occurred. It is 
not the trial court's job in a wrongful termination case to 
determine whether the employee did or did not violate the company 
procedure. Rather, the trial court's sole job is to determine 
whether the employer acted reasonably in relying on substantial 
evidence in making its determination that the employee had so 
acted. See R. 314, paragraph 4 (Trial Court's Order). 
Based on the testimony of Dubois, the undisputed facts 
available to Fred Meyer management at the time of her termination 
were as follows: 
1. Dubois believed that the price might not be correct. R. 
226 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 38 1. 15-18. 
2. She called Fred Meyer's corporate buyer to determine if 
the price was correct. R. 227 (Deposition of Dubois, Vol. I, p. 39, 
1. 5-11). 
3. This buyer told her that the price was incorrect. R. 228 
(Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 40, 1. 4-5). 
4. Dubois was told by a fellow worker that the price should 
actually be $1999. R. 228 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 40, 1. 
11-14) . 
5. She watched as a fellow worker changed the price in her 
presence to reflect the price of $1999. R. 228 (Deposition of 
Dubois Vol. I, p. 40, 1. 18-20). 
6. After informing her manager of the price discrepancy, 
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Dubois' manager told her to make sure the price was correct before 
selling the computer. R. 230-31 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 
46, 1. 17 to p. 47, 1. 16) . 
7. The same day she spoke with her manager about the apparent 
price discrepancy, Dubois waited until her manager had gone home 
for the evening and then purchased the computer for the price she 
had been told was incorrect. R. 233-34 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. 
I, p. 51, 1. 5-6; p. 52, 1. 4-6). 
8. Dubois represented to that cashier that the correct price 
of the computer was $999 on the CEM system. R. 238 (Deposition of 
Dubois Vol. I, p. 63, 1. 4-8). 
9 o Dubois never attempted to compare the FM number or the UPC 
number on the computer's box against the electronic pricing system 
of Fred Meyer. R. 242 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. II, p. 6, 1. 4-
11) . 
10. She never attempted to recontact Fred Meyer's buyer in 
Portland at any time before purchasing the computer to determine a 
correct price. R. 232 (Deposition of Dubois Vol. I, p. 49, 1. 1-
2) . 
lie Dubois' only explanation for her actions was that she 
notified Fred Meyer's corporate buyer on the 31st of December and 
that the price of the computer had not been changed by the 2nd of 
January and, therefore, she purchased the computer. R. 267 
(Deposition of Dillier, pc 18, 1. 14-17). 
Relying on the foregoing undisputed facts, Fred Meyer 
terminated Dubois' employment based on her dishonesty in giving 
herself an unauthorized price discount and on her disregard of her 
supervisor's direct instructions. R. 271-73 (Deposition of 
Dillier, p. 22, 1. 11, to p. 24, 1. 13). 
In addition to the foregoing undisputed facts, there are two 
additional facts which Charlie Dillier relied upon in making his 
decision to terminate Dubois: 
1, Fred Meyer's corporate buyer, Gary Jones, who Dubois 
initially telephoned to determine if the price was incorrect, 
testified that not only did he tell Dubois that the price of $999 
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was incorrect, R. 228 (Dubois7 deposition at p. 40, 1. 4-5) but he 
also told her "absolutely under no terms should you sell the 
computer at $999." R. 251 (Deposition of Jones, p. 42, 1. 5-6). 
2. Dubois' department manager, Dennis Robson, not only told 
her to make sure the price was right before selling the computer R. 
231 (Dubois' deposition at p. 47, 1. 15-16) but also told Dubois 
that the price of $999 was wrong and that no employee should 
purchase the computer for that price. R. 276-77 (Deposition of 
Robson, p. 16, 1. 19, to p. 17, 1. 7) . This statement by Robson to 
Dubois was made in the presence of Dave Swearngin who confirmed 
Robson's statement that no employee was to purchase the computer 
for $999. R. 288-89 (Deposition of Dave Swearngin, p. 11, 1. 25, to 
p. 12, 1. 8) . 
Fred Meyer's decision to fire Dubois was based on the 
foregoing undisputed and disputed facts. Under Russell, Fred Meyer 
need not prove in court that Dubois, in fact, stole the computer. 
Rather, Fred Meyer need only prove that it reasonably concluded 
from substantial evidence that Dubois had violated company policy. 
Simply put, Fred Meyer determined, in good faith, that Dubois had 
violated company policy in purchasing the computer. These facts 
entitled Fred Meyer to fire Dubois. 
Buttressing this conclusion is the fact that the Fred Meyer 
Responsibilities Form provides that an employee may be terminated 
without notice for "dishonesty of any kind" such as "receiving 
unauthorized price discounts on merchandise, " "willfully disobeying 
instructions of an authorized person in-charge," or any other 
"employment-related misconduct which is determined by the company 
to be of an equally serious nature." See R. 87 Section I (emphasis 
added) . According to the terms of the Fred Meyer Responsibilities 
Form, Dubois could be dismissed for any dishonesty that Fred Meyer 
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believed to be of a serious nature. Id. 
Russell makes sense; if the law were otherwise then trial 
courts would be required to re-examine each and every fact relied 
upon by an employer who terminates an employee. Every legitimate 
judgment made by an employer would be subject to second-guessing by 
the trial courts. The burden would be tremendous and 
inappropriate. Russell does not impose such a burden. Rather, 
Russell provides that the employer, as factfinder, is entitled 
deference regarding its fact finding process. The trial court 
reviews this process to insure that substantial evidence of the 
stated grounds for termination were present. The trial court then 
determines whether any evidence suggests that the true grounds for 
termination were other than the stated grounds. If such pretextual 
evidence is found, summary judgment may not be granted. If, 
however, there is substantial evidence supporting the stated 
grounds and there is no evidence of pretext, then summary judgement 
is appropriate. 
In the case at hand, substantial evidence clearly supported 
Fred Meyer's decision and Dubois offered no suggestion of a 
pretextual firing. Summary judgement was, therefore, clearly 
appropriate. 
Bo The District Court Properly Dismissed Dubois# 
Claim of Intentional Infliction of Emotional 
Distress. 
In Utah, a person "who intentionally causes severe emotional 
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distress to another through extreme and outrageous conduct is 
liable to that person for any resulting damages." Pentecost v. 
Harward, 699 P.2d 696, 700 (Utah 1985). In defining the level of 
conduct required to sustain a cause of action for intentional 
infliction of emotional distress, the Utah Supreme Court has held 
that the defendant's conduct must be "outrageous and intolerable." 
Samms v. Eccles, 358 P.2d 344,347 (Utah 1961). 
Here, given the facts of this matter, it is clear that Fred 
Meyer's termination of Dubois was neither outrageous nor 
intolerable. An employer would be foolhardy not to dismiss an 
employee who had violated company policy by purchasing the 
employer's merchandise at an unauthorized price. Such routine 
firings of employees are simply a fact of life and do not rise to 
the level of being outrageous and intolerable. 
Under Utah law, it is for the trial judge to determine, as a 
threshold issue, whether the issue of extreme and outrageous 
conduct is sufficient to go to the jury. See Gygi v. Storch, 28 
Utah 2d 399, 503 P,2d 449 (Utah 1972) (relying on Restatement 
(Second) of Torts, Section 46, comment H) . Moreover, the plaintiff 
must allege and prove that the defendant's conduct was intentional 
and that the defendant intentionally engaged in extreme and 
outrageous misconduct. See Samms v. Eccles, 11 Utah 289, 358 P.2d 
344, 346-47 (Utah 1961). Here, Dubois has utterly failed to allege 
or prove that Fred Meyer intentionally inflicted severe emotional 
distress on her through extreme and outrageous conduct. Based on 
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the undisputed facts, the trial court was certainly capable of 
determining that Fred Meyer's termination of Dubois did not involve 
extreme and outrageous conduct and was not motivated by a desire to 
cause her emotional distress. In fact, the trial court 
specifically found that no evidence of pretext was even offered by 
Ms. Dubois. See R. 314. paragraph 5. The trial court, therefore, 
properly dismissed Dubois' claim for intentional infliction of 
emotional distress. 
C. The District Court Properly Dismissed Dubois' 
Claim for Breach of the Implied Covenant of Good Faith 
and Fair Dealing Regarding her Employment Contract 
With Pred Meyer. 
The district court properly dismissed the Dubois claim for 
breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing 
regarding her employment contract with Fred Meyer. Dubois suggests 
that while the Supreme Court has rejected an action for breach of 
the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing relating 
strictly to at-will employment arrangements, it is unclear whether 
such action may exist under an implied-in-fact employment 
agreement. (Dubois' brief at p. 26) . 
There are two errors with Dubois' analysis. First, the two 
cases she relies upon, Brehaney v. Nordstrom, Inc., 812 P.2d 49 
(Utah 1991) and Heslop v. Bank of Utah, 839 P.2d 828 (Utah 1992) 
were both cases in which the Supreme Court found the existence of 
an implied-in-fact employment contract. In these cases the Utah 
Supreme Court specifically rejected application of that covenant. 
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See Heslop, 839 P.2d at 840; Brehaney, 812 P.2d at 55-56. There 
can be no greater application of the implied covenant of good faith 
and fair dealing in our implied-in-fact contract that there was in 
the Brehaney and Heslop cases. 
Even if one assumes that a "weaker" implied covenant of good 
faith and fair dealing does exist in this implied-in-fact 
employment contract, Dubois7 claim fails on the facts. Dubois 
produced no evidence whatsoever that her supervisor who terminated 
her, Charles Dillier, acted in bad faith. Indeed, the evidence 
before the lower court was that Charles Dillier liked the plaintiff 
and simply felt that under the facts of this case he had no other 
alternative but to terminate her. Finally, the lower court 
specifically held that there was no evidence of pretextual firing 
and that Fred Meyer had terminated plaintiff for the stated 
reasons. See R. 314, paragraph 5. 
D. The District Court Properly Dismissed Dubois7 Claim for 
Slander. 
The relevant facts surrounding Dubois7 defamation claim are as 
follows: 
1. It is the practice of the managers of Fred Meyer 
Stores to keep in daily contact by way of telephone conversations 
regarding such issues as sales volume, setting of ads, borrowing 
merchandise or discussing problems that may come up or have come 
up. R. 278 (Deposition of Robson, p. 24, 1. 8-17). 
2. Shortly after learning of Dubois7 unauthorized 
purchase of a computer, her manager, Dennis Robson, had occasion to 
speak with Jan Williams, manager of another Fred Meyer store in 
Taylorsville, Utah, which conversation was one of many daily phone 
conversations held between these two managers. R. 278 (Deposition 
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of Robson, p. 24, 1. 8-21). 
3. In this conversation, Robson told Williams that 
Dubois was able to purchase a computer at an unauthorized discount 
and that Fred Meyer security was to come in and speak to her that 
morning. R. 278 (Deposition of Robson, p. 24, 1. 18, to p. 25, 1. 
1) . 
4. In that conversation Robson mentioned Dubois' 
unauthorized purchase of the computer by stating that everyone in 
the department was aware of the incorrect price, and that Dubois 
had nevertheless been able to purchase the computer for that 
incorrect price despite such knowledge. R. 282 (Deposition of 
Williams, p. 8, 1. 7-11). 
5. Williams then spoke with his photo-electronic's 
department manager, Chris Cox, about the pricing problem and that 
the loss prevention people were involved and would possibly speak 
with Dubois more about the problem. R. 283 (Deposition of Williams, 
p. 11, 1. 18 - p. 12, 1. 2). 
6o Williams then spoke with Robson at a later date 
whereupon Robson told Williams that Dubois had been dismissed for 
making an unauthorized purchase. Rc 285 (Deposition of Williams, pe 
14, 1. 9-23). 
The statements made between the managers for Fred Meyer were 
not defamatory and, in fact, were qualifiedly privileged under Utah 
law. See Brehanv v. Nordstrom. Inc., 812 P.2d 49 (Utah 1991) . As 
explained by the Brehany court, "a publication is conditionally 
privileged if made to protect a legitimate interest of the 
publisher [or] the legitimate interest of either the recipient or 
a third person." Brehany, 812 P.2d at 58 (citations omitted). 
Also, this privilege extends to statements made to advance a 
legitimate common interest between the publisher and the recipient 
of the publication• See id. More specifically, the qualified 
privilege "protects an employer's communication to employees and to 
other interested parties concerning the reasons for an employee's 
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discharge." Id. (emphasis added). 
In Brehanv, plaintiffs, ex-employees of a retail store, 
brought a defamation action against the store based upon statements 
made by one of its directors indicating that the plaintiffs had 
been dismissed for drug-related activities. Brehany, 812 P.2d at 
57. The Utah Supreme Court upheld the trial court's dismissal of 
the defamation action finding that such statements regarding 
employee drug use were subject to the qualified privilege. 
According to the Brehanv court: 
Knowledge that Nordstrom intended to enforce 
its policy against the use of narcotics was 
important information for those employees 
because of its deterrent effect upon them and 
the employees they managed, especially in view 
of the fact that drug usage may have been 
widespread and failure to communicate the 
enforcement policy could have detrimental to 
the employment interests of others. 
Brehany, 812 P.2d at 59. 
Similarly, discussions between the Fred Meyer managers 
regarding Dubois' ability to purchase a $2,000 computer for $1,000 
were made in the financial and security interests of Fred Meyer. 
Like the statements made in Brehany, the conversations between 
these Fred Meyer managers were intended to provide these managers 
of different stores with knowledge of the facts surrounding Dubois' 
ability to make the discounted purchase. Also, such knowledge 
gives Fred Meyer a deterrent effect against employees in other 
stores taking advantage of such unauthorized discounts. Thus, 
these statements had both an informative and a deterrent effect 
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upon the managers and the employees they managed. Accordingly, any 
statements made by these managers were qualif iedly privileged under 
Utah law. 
Dubois has argued that the issue of malice or publication to 
those beyond the scope of the privilege is a factual question which 
should have precluded the trial court's granting summary judgment. 
The issue whether an allegedly defamatory publication is 
conditionally privileged, however, is a question of law which is 
determined by the trial court, unless a genuine factual issue 
exists about whether the scope of the qualified privilege has been 
transcended or whether the speaker acted with malice. See Brehany, 
812 P.2d at 58; Lind v. Lvnch, 665 P,2d 1276 (Utah 1983). In the 
words of the Utah Supreme Court: 
The malice which plaintiff must show in order 
to overcome a conditional privilege is simply 
an improper motive such as desire to do harm 
or that the defendant did not honestly believe 
the statements to be true or that the publica-
tion was excessive. 
Direct Import Buyers Ass'n v. KSL, Inc., 538 P.2d 1040, 1042 (Utah 
1975) . Importantly, where the plaintiff has failed to produce any 
evidence that the publication was made with malice, summary 
judgment may be entered. Lind v. Lynch, 665 P. 2d 1276, 1279 (Utah 
1983) ; Williams v. Standard-Examiner Publishing Co., 83 Utah 31 27 
P.2d 1, 17 (Utah 1933). Dubois has failed to produce any evidence 
of malice or excessive publication and the trial court properly 
granted defendant's motion for summary judgment based on that lack 
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of evidence and the employer's privilege. See R. 314, paragraphs 
5 and 6. 
CONCLUSION 
The trial court properly dismissed Dubois' wrongful 
termination claim. In its evaluation of such claims, it is the 
trial court's job to consider only whether the employer violated 
its employment contract with the employee. The employment contract 
in this case provided certain substantive but no procedural 
requirements regarding an employee's termination. Fred Meyer 
clearly possessed sufficient information to support its decision to 
terminate plaintiff. Dubois offered no suggestion of a pretextual 
firing. Fred Meyer's decision, properly supported, cannot be 
second guessed by Utah courts. 
Dubois' claims for intentional infliction of emotional 
distress and slander are not maintainable under the facts of this 
case. Finally, Dubois' claim for breach of the implied covenant of 
good faith and fair dealing fails under both Utah law and the facts 
in this case. 
Contrary rulings would unnecessarily interfere with the 
contracts between employers and employees and ultimately provide an 
unwarranted burden on both. 
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RICHARD N. BIGELOW (3991) 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
900 FIRST INTERSTATE PLAZA 
170 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
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TELEPHONE: (801) 575-5000 
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Tab A 
»HED MEYER EMPLOYES EESPONSIBILITIES 
The majority of the firm's employees are successful in their jobs They realize that following company policies and procedures are essential to then 
own best interest and to the success of the firm In fairness to all concerned, you need to know and understand the principal reasons for the actior 
outlined below 
Employee Conduct Which Will Result In Immediate Termination Without Prior Warning: 
1 Dishonesty of any kind—ON OR OFF THE JOB Some examples-
a. Unauthorized conversion to personal use or removal of company money, merchandise, or other property from company premises; 
committed alone or in conjunction with another person(s) 
b. Giving or receiving unauthorized credit or price discounts on merchandise sold or purchased in our stores. Unauthorized price 
discounts would include "AD" prices when such are NOT available to the public 
c "Grazing" or consuming merchandise without prior payment. This also includes distressed and salvage merchandise regardless of 
condition. 
d. Placing unpaid for merchandise in pocketbooks, pockets, or any other place of possible concealment. 
e. Falsification of company records—this includes time cards and time sheets, 
f. Making or accepting any unauthorized long distance telephone calls. 
2. Failure to Record Sales on the Cash Register Clarification* 
a. All customers' purchases must be recorded on the cash register at the correct selling price. Individual customer sales must be 
recorded as separate transactions. Do not combine or "bunch" sales. 
b. If a customer leaves the correct amount of money for his/her purchase while you are waiting on another customer, you are to record the 
departed customer's money (purchase) immediately after completing transaction of present customer. 
c. Each customer is to be offered a cash register or change receipt for the exact amount of his/her purchase. 
3. Reporting for work under the influence of alcoholic beverages or unlawful narcotics or drugs; or consuming or possessing alcoholic 
beverages or unlawful narcotics or drugs during your work shift or on company premises. 
4. Negligence in handling of cash and/or negotiable instruments which results in a loss to the company. 
5. Deliberate destruction of company or employee's property; or any reckless act which results in a loss to the company or injury to an 
employee or customer. 
6. Insubordination, such as willfully disobeying the instructions of an authorized person-in-charge, or disrespectful conduct toward a 
supervisor or person-in-charge. 
7. Gross discourtesy to a customer. 
8. Conviction of a crime directly or indirectly related to the company, its employees, or its property, or one which affects the employee's 
ability to perform his or her duty. 
9. Ringing up your own or your immediate family's purchases. Processing your own or your immediate family's check(s) or other negotiable 
mstrument(s). Immediate family also includes non-relatives living in the same household. 
10. Failure to sign the Sales Data Card and failure to record your employee identification number on registers where I.D. is required. 
11. Other employment-related misconduct which is determined by the company to be of an equally serious nature. 
// Employee Conduct Which Will Result In Disciplinary Action But Which Usually Results In Termination After Prior Warning: 
1. Failure to perform work as required. 
2. Customer complaints. 
3. Failure to comply with written company policies and procedures. Some examples: 
a. Working "free time" or working overtime without specific approval of the person-in-charge. 
b. Violation of company safety policies and procedures. 
4. Any conduct which otherwise interferes with or obstructs the normal operation of business. Some examples: 
a. Excessive tardiness or absenteeism. 
b. Giving out of confidential business information. 
c. Upon notice from the company, failure of an employee to immediately make good a bad check(s) or charge(s) drawn on the employee 
account. 
5. Negligence in handling cash and/or negotiable instruments even though such negligence does not result in a loss. 
/// The Following Conduct Is Regarded And Accepted As An Employee's Voluntary Resignation (Quit) Of His/Her Employment: 
1. Walking off of the job. 
2. Refusal to work a scheduled shift. 
3. Failure to personally notify the P I C of an absence prior to the scheduled work shift. (First incident—3 day suspension) 
4. Failure to return to work from an approved leave of absence as scheduled. 
5. Failure to return to work when called back from lay-off. 
EMPLOYEE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
I acknowledge that I have read and understand the above principal causes for discharge, disciplinary action and resignation I have clarified any questions with 
immediate supervisor, Trainer or the Personnel Department and understand this summary does not constitute an employment contract 
ETrVrjyee - Date _ 
PLEASE PRINT NAME 
Employee Signature 
nnnor.7 
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That said deposition was taken pursuant to notice. 
Associated Professional Reporters r\nr\r*-i 
10 West Broadway / Suite 200 / Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 0 U 0 2 X 
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from 16 hours a week to 40 hours a week. 
Q What was your wage with Fred Meyer? 
A 7.35 an hour. 
Q When did you first start working for Fred Meyer? 
A 1972. 
Q What was your position? What I want you to do is 
give me sort of a thumbnail sketch of what jobs you held at 
Fred Meyer, what your positions entailed, if you took off for 
periods of time from '72 until January of f91, you know, if 
you were off for six months or two years or something like 
that, just give me an idea of what you did and things like 
that? 
A I started out as a cashier when I was in high school 
and I worked there for a year or two, and then I got a 
different job when I was going to school and I worked there 
for maybe three or four months and I went back. It was Grand 
Central at the time. I went back there because I enjoyed the 
work and I was a cashier again, I worked at one time in men's 
apparel, I worked in the toy department, I ran the candy 
department for eight or nine years, and when we changed to 
Fred Meyer I went over into the photoelectronics department, 
and when they made the decision to expand the departments and 
have a manager over that department I was made the manager. 
I was the manager for, I don't remember exactly how 
long, September until May, and we adopted our daughter and at 
COMPUTERIZED TRANSCRIPT 
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A I don't remember what was said. What was said? 
Q That's what I'm asking you. 
A Other than I was going to call the buyer nothing was 
really said until I called the buyer. 
Q So as far as any initial conversation it was just 
you and Dave, it was in the morning, he was looking through 
the mail and he called your attention to the fact about some 
new price coming in on this computer; is that right? 
A Right. 
Q Did he tell you it was a great price or anything 
like that? 
A Yes, he did. 
Q When I asked you what was said, I need to know in as 
much detail. 
A Well, that's — I don't remember the wording of the 
conversation. Basically that's why I said I'd call the buyer 
because he said it was a good price and he was going to bring 
his computer back and exchange it. 
Q And did he tell you that you had some of those 
computers in the back at the time? 
A I asked him if we had any, he said we did. We had 
one, I believe, one or two. 
Q Did he tell you that he had sold one already? 
A No, I don't think he did. 
Q Did he tell you what the price had been on those? 
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A Yes. 
Q Had you ever talked to Gary Jones before this day? 
A Yes. 
Q How many times? 
A I don't know, quite a few. 
Q Did you know him by voice? 
A No. 
Q But you were familiar that Gary Jones was the buyer, 
if you had questions about computers or other electronic 
things it was Gary Jones you should call about the price? 
A On that particular item, computers, yes. 
Q And the reason you called Gary Jones was because you 
thought the new item price might be wrong; is that correct? 
A I wanted to make sure it was right. 
Q And what led you to believe that it might be 
incorrect? 
A Because Dave said the price was really good because 
it had been more than that and I wanted to check to make sure. 
Q He said the price had been more than that? 
A Yes. He said that was really a good deal. 
Q You weren't aware that you had carried this computer 
before; is that correct? 
A That's correct. 
Q Did you ask him where he had gotten that the price 
had come down, how he knew that there had been an earlier 
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price? 
A No, I tried to stay away from the computers, I 
didn't know enough about them to really sell them 
knowledgeably. 
Q Anyway, you called Gary Jones. What time was that 
phone conversation approximately? 
A It was first thing in the morning, probably right 
around 9. 
Q So it would have been 8 his time; is that correct? 
A Right. 
Q And he's in Portland, correct? 
A Right. 
Q New Years Eve, right? 
A Right. 
Q Did you get him there? 
A Yes. 
Q What was the conversation you had with Mr. Jones? 
And in as much detail as you can recall, you need to tell me. 
I'm not expecting that you can quote exactly what was said, 
but you need to try to think of all of the different things 
that you covered with him and tell me about them in as much 
detail as you can recall. 
A I told him we had just received a new UPC notice on 
the Leading Technology 6800, I asked him about it. I said is 
this price correct, the 999, and he said where did you get 
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that. And I said well, it came in the mail today, and he said 
I'm not aware of that. And I said well, we just wanted to 
make sure that the price is correct because there's several of 
us that would like to purchase this computer. And he said 
well, to my knowledge that price is incorrect, but I will 
check with the pricing desk and make sure and if it is 
incorrect I'll have it corrected, 
Q Did he tell you what his understanding was the price 
should be? 
A I don't remember if he did or not. 
Q And did Dave tell you what he thought the price 
should be? 
A I think he did because he wrote it on the sheet, he 
wrote 1,999. 
Q Dave did? 
A Right. 
Q Now he wrote 1,999 on the — 
A He just put a 1 in front of the 9. 
Q So the UPC new item notification? 
A Right. 
Q Had you ever experienced a situation with either a 
UPC new item notification or new item notification form where 
you had ever seen any items with a thousand bracket left off? 
A No. 
Q And Mr. Jones said to his knowledge the price was 
000228 
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incorrect; is that right? 
A Right, 
Q Did he ask you to send the paperwork you had to him? 
A No. 
Q Did he tell you not to sell any at that price? 
A No. 
Q Did he tell you the paperwork that you had was in 
error? 
A He told me that he would check with the pricing 
desk, make sure the price is correct, if it's incorrect he 
would have it changed. 
Q Did he tell you when he'd get back with you? 
A No, he didn't. I assumed if there was a problem it 
would be done immediately. 
Q Have you ever had a problem with a price before? 
A No, not — 
Q When you got this UPC notification that morning did 
you check the UPC number in your CEM system that morning? 
A Yes, I did. 
Q Before you called Mr. Jones? 
A No. Well, it wasn't that morning. I didn't even 
check until the next day I don't believe. 
Q So as far as that day, December 31st, did you have 
any other conversations with anybody at Fred Meyer about the 
pricing of that computer? 
000229 
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1 Q Did Dennis normally work 8 to 5 or — 
2 A Eight to 
3 Q When? 
4 A Eight to 1 or 2 or whatever. 
5 Q Dave, you think he came in before you that day also? 
6 A I don't remember. 
7 Q But you all worked, you were all there for a 
8 substantial period of time together? 
9 A We were there that day, yes. 
10 Q Anybody else there that day? 
11 A I don't remember. Mark Ford worked that night. I 
12 don't remember who else was there. 
13 Q On the 2nd did you have discussions about the 
14 computer with — you said Mark Ford worked that evening? 
15 A Yes. 
16 Q Let's talk about during the day with Dennis or Dave. 
17 A I told Dennis the situation about the new UPC 
18 notification, I told him about the conversation with the buyer 
19 and that he said that he would get with the pricing desk and 
20 correct it if there was a problem. 
21 Q Tell me as much as you can recall about that 
22 conversation. When did it occur? 
23 A In the morning. 
24 Q Was that just you and Dennis or was Dave there also? 
25 A Dennis and Dave were both there and it was just a 
000230 
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quick mention, and I believe we got a phone call and I 
answered the phone and Dennis and Dave went off and they 
continued discussing it over on the other side. And I'm not 
sure what else was said about it because I got busy with a 
phone call and then customers and I did not get back to them. 
Q This conversation about the computer, are you the 
one that instigated that discussion? 
A I don't remember if it was Dave or if it was me that 
brought it up, one of us did. 
Q Do you recall, in as much detail, what was said by 
each person that morning? 
A There was a mention made of the new UPC 
notification, I told Dennis I had called the buyer, I told him 
that I told Gary Jones there were several of us interested in 
buying it and he had laughed about it and said let's make sure 
the price is right first or, you know, what I told you before, 
let me check with the pricing desk first. And after that I 
don't know what was said, because like I said they paged us to 
the telephone, I answered the telephone. After I got off the 
phone there were customers there I helped. Dave and Dennis 
continued talking about it and I was helping the customers. 
Q Did you tell Dave that morning that he should bring 
his computer back and that you should all buy one at that 
price? 
A No, he told me he wanted to. 
000231 
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1 Q Did you call Gary
 vTones to ask him about the price? 
2 A No, I didn't. 
3 Q Why not? 
4 A Because he told me it would be corrected on the 
5 system if there was a problem. 
6 Q He said to you I'll correct it on the system, don't 
7 worry about it? 
8 A He didn't say anything about don't worry about it, 
9 he says if there was a problem we'll have it corrected. 
10 Q But he didn't tell you when? 
11 A No. I assumed if there had been a problem of that 
12 magnitude it would have been corrected immediately. 
13 Q Did you tell Dennis that you were going to purchase 
14 a computer that day? 
15 A No, I don't consult with him on my purchases. 
16 Q So you never told Dennis you were interested in 
17 purchasing that computer that day at that price? 
18 A No. Why would I? 
19 Q Do you recall when you checked the CEH system that 
20 day? 
21 A Probably just prior to purchasing it. I don't 
22 recall what time. 
23 J Q All I'm asking for is your best recollection, and 
the way you answered me I can't tell if you are saying the 
best I can recall that's when I ran it or if you are telling 
24 
25 
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Q Did you discuss the pricing of the computer with 
Mark? 
A I told him it has come out for a lower price, it 
came out for 999 on a new UPC notification. 
Q Who got the computer out of the backroom? 
A I did. 
Q And had you gotten the computer out of the backroom 
before Mark had this discussion with your husband? 
A No, I didn't. 
Q Do you know how Mark was familiar with this new 
computer if you hadn't had one before? 
A Mark knows a lot about computers. 
Q But as far as this particular model do you know how 
he was familiar with it? 
A No, I don't. 
Q Do you recall what you said to him? 
A Just what I just told you, that's all I said to him. 
He said something about my dad ought to get in, and that's all 
that was said. I asked him what kind he had and he told me. 
Q Did you ask him what he paid for his? 
A No, I don't think so. 
Q Did he tell you? 
A He's had his for quite a while, I believe. No, I 
didn't ask him. I don't normally ask people how much they 
paid for things. 
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Q And then you had Dave ring it up for you; is that 
correct? 
A Yes, it is, 
Q And you are the one who rolled it up for Dave to 
ring up; is that correct? 
A Yes, I did. 
Q Did you purchase any equipment other than the 
computer itself? 
A A printer. 
Q Did the computer come with a monitor? 
A Yes, it did. 
Q And then you purchased a printer also? 
A Yes. 
Q And what was the conversation that you and Dave had? 
A I don't remember exactly except that he had been 
wanting to bring his back, and I said I'm sorry I took the 
only one, and I said if you want one we can probably find one 
at another store, but this is the only one we've got. 
Q Dave told you the evening that you rang that up that 
he wanted to purchase that one and bring his back and you said 
we'll find another one for you, is that your testimony? 
A He said that he wanted to exchange his for that same 
computer because it had more features than his, and I said I'm 
sure there is another store that we can get one transferred 
from. 
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Q Did Dave scan the UPC number on the box? 
A Yes, and it didn't ring up. 
Q Had you ever checked the UPC number on the box on 
the CEM system? 
A No, I hadn't. 
Q Why not? 
A I didn't have any reason to. 
Q It was a different UPC number than you had, wasn't 
it? 
A Yes, but it didn't ring up in the system. 
Q But you never checked it on the CEM system, did you? 
A The same number in the CEM is on the box, but that 
one was not in the system so it wasn't ringing up. 
Q Let me ask you again. Did you ever check the UPC 
number on the box with the CEM system? 
A No, I didn't. 
Q So you don't know if that would have called up a 
different price; is that correct? 
A No, I don't. I had never even seen the computer 
before I went back and wheeled it up. 
Q Did you try to stop Dave from registering, reading 
the box number? 
A Did I try to stop him? 
Q Yes. 
A No. How would I stop him? They didn't ring up, 
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what would stopping him do? 
I told him, I said this is the UPC, I had written it 
down from the new UPC notification and it was the same one 
that was on the CEM upstairs. I said here is the UPC that 
will ring up. 
Q And that was a different UPC number than the one on 
the box, correct? 
A I imagine the one on the box wouldn't ring up. 
Q Did you look at the one on the box and realize it 
was different than the one you had? 
A I didn't have to, that's why they give us new UPCs, 
because the ones on the boxes aren't current any longer. 
MR. HENNING: Will you read my question back? 
(The pending question was 
read by the court reporter) 
THE WITNESS: I didn't look at it at all. 
Q (BY MR. HENNING) Why did you have a UPC number in 
your hand then? 
A Because that's the one that came in on the new UPC 
notification. I had it in my pocket because I had been 
checking it in the system to see if it was still the same 
price. 
Q Did you hand him the UPC number that you had before 
he attempted to scan the one on the box? 
A I may have. 
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Q Why would you have done that rather than just let 
him scan the one on the box? 
A Because I had sold computers previously and I knew 
none of the UPC codes rang up. 
Q None of them do? 
A Not on the Leading Technology. On the ones that I 
had sold none of them would ring up and I had to put the price 
in by hand, manually. 
Q And where did you find the price for the ones that 
you sold? 
A When I sold them they were on sale so I rang up the 
sale price. 
Q So it was listed somewhere? 
A They had signs on them. 
Q And weren't there also hard copies of the prices 
somewhere in the store? 
A There may have been, but I didn't know where they 
were. We had our price book that had your prices in it. This 
computer was not listed in the price book. 
Q Were the other ones that you sold listed in the 
price book? 
A Some of them. I believe they were because we had 
had them for longer. I believe this was one that — I don't 
know how long it had been there, they came in December. I was 
told when I was up in the security room. 
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Q And that was more or less the same reasoning you 
exercised in this case, is that your testimony? 
A Basically, yes, 
Q Did Dave question that evening that you purchased 
the computer whether the price of 999 was correct? 
A No, he didn't. I told him I had just checked the 
CEM, it was still the same price on the CEM, and that's all 
that was said. 
Q Was anything else said to you about the price that 
evening? 
A No. 
Q But the next morning you ran a check on the CEM 
system; is that right 
A Yes, I did. 
Q And what time was that? 
A Probably about 8:30 that morning. 
(Witness confers with counsel) 
THE WITNESS: That's right. I was off the day after 
I purchased it. I was off the 3rd. So it was not until 
Friday the 4th that I checked it so there was an extra day in 
there. 
Q (BY MR. HENNING) So the 3rd you didn't do anything 
to check it? 
A No, I was off that day. 
Q You came back on the 4th and checked it; is that 
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correct? 
A Yes, I did. 
Q And had you any reason to believe prior to the time 
that you checked that on the 4th that there might be an issue 
raised by anybody as to whether you purchased that at the 
right price? 
A No, I didn't, 
Q Just wanted to check it for your own benefit? 
A Yes. 
(Whereupon, Exhibit No. 1 
was marked 
for identification.) 
Q (BY MR. HENNING) Let me hand you what's been marked 
as Deposition Exhibit 1. Is that the price inquiry ran on the 
morning of the 4th? 
A Yes, it is. 
Q On the morning of the 4th did you run the price 
inquiry on the UPC system — 
A Yes, I did. 
Q Let me ask that again, let me finish it this time. 
Did you run the price inquiry on the CEM system with the UPC 
number on the box? 
A I used the UPC number that was given to us on the 
new UPC notification. 
Q Did you ever try the one on the box? 
A No, I didn't. 
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1 CEM system. Is that correct? 
2 A No, I didn't. I hadn't even seen a computer. 
3 I hadn't even looked at it in the box. So I didn't. 
4 Q But you could have gone back and gotten a UPC 
5 number off the box and gone to check that, couldn't you? 
6 A I could have, but I didn't. I assumed that 
7 the paper was right since I didn't hear anything back 
8 from the buyer. 
9 Q Did you ever check the prior Fred Meyer number 
10 on the CEM system? 
11 A No, I don't think I even had that. I didn't 
12 look that up either. 
13 Q Did you ever check the hard copies of 
14 paperwork in the Photo-Electronics Department for numbers 
15 and things like that prior to the computer? 
16 A What hard copies are those? 
17 Q Hard copies of documents that you had gotten 
18 in the store regarding new prices or new items or your 
19 price list. 
20 A I couldn't find anything on that particular 
21 computer. Dennis had put—had a notebook that he kept 
22 the things in it, and I had no idea where he had that. 
23 It was not in the price book. 
24 Q So Dennis had a separate notebook? 
25 A It was a book that just had specs on the 
25 
1 A No, I did not. 
2 Q Did they leave for a few minutes and then they 
3 came back with Charlie? Is that what happened? 
4 A I don't remember if all three left or just 
5 one. I don't remember. 
6 Q So tell me what happened after Charlie came 
7 in. 
8 A Charlie came in and just basically reviewed 
9 what they had said, and I told him the same thing. I 
10 said, "Charlie, let me go show you. I can show you that 
11 it's on the CEM." 
12 Q What did Charlie say? 
13 A He wouldn't do it. He says, "We know what it 
14 says." 
15 Q Go ahead and tell me what else happened or 
16 what else was said with Charlie. 
17 A I think I said something about—you know—"I 
18 have been an excellent employee for you. I have worked 
19 here for 18 years and I have never done anything that 
20 could even be construed as dishonest. I can't believe 
21 you would judge me this way." 
22 And he reviewed some of the other things that 
23 they have said and said to me. And then they went out in 
24 the hall and discussed for a few minutes. I'm sure he 
25 discussed it with Perry and Dennis also. 
000243 
1 And he came back in and says, "We have made a 
2 decision to terminate you." He said—first of allf he 
3 says, "Do you believe you have made an error in 
4 judgment?" 
5 I said, "Well, apparently you think I have. 
6 You think I have." 
7 Q So you believed that he in good faith thought 
8 you had made an error? 
9 MR. BIGELOW: I'm going to object to the 
10 characterization of what she understood that he did in 
11 good faith. I don't think she can speculate as to what 
12 he did in good faith. 
13 MR. HENNING: Well, I111 restate— 
14 THE WITNESS: Charlie basically did not even 
15 listen to my side. He reviewed what they had said to me. 
16 Q (BY MR. HENNING) Did he ask you what had 
17 happened at all? 
18 A I don't believe so. He just—you 
19 know—reviewed that I had bought it, and that was 
20 basically it. 
21 Q Did he give you any opportunity to have your 
22 say about what had happened? 
23 A Just to the point where I told him it was 
24 still that price and I had checked it and I would show 
25 him. 
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1 reason to know that. 
2 It gives the case pack, case weight, which 
3 the store doesn't need for anything. Shows the 
4 amount that moved out of the warehouse the last four 
5 periods. 
6 Q. Is that also something that is available, 
7 though, on this computerized pricing system? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. So locally, if there was information on 
10 there that was relevant for a manager or someone in 
11 the photo, electronics department, they could have 
12 access to it at a local store; correct? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 (Deposition Exhibit No. 3 
15 was marked for identification.) 
16 BY MR. BIGELOW: 
17 Q. Let me show you what has been marked as 
18 Exhibit 3. Could you tell me what — where this 
19 particular exhibit comes from, Exhibit 3? Is this 
20 from a price book or from the computer system? What 
21 is it? 
22 A* This is a hardline new store notification. 
23 This is when an item is intially set up in the 
24 system. The information that is attached to it is 
25 sent out to the store, creates a ticket for them to 
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1 A, Cindy related -- told me about the price. 
2 I told her that I didn't know what she was looking 
3 at. I would research it and find out what she was 
4 looking at, but what she was looking at and the 
5 assumption she made was in error. And she said, 
6 "Well, I have got some employees here that would 
7 like to buy the computer at that price." I said, 
8 "I'm sure you do. I'm sure there's some employees 
9 who would like to buy the computer at that price, 
10 but that is not the correct price." 
11 Q. You told her you would research it? 
12 A. I told her I would research it. I told her 
13 to mail me or fax me a copy, which I never received. 
14 Q. Did you in fact research it? 
15 A. I most certainly did. 
16 Q. Okay. And what did you do to research the 
17 issue that she had raised? 
18 A. I went to the pricing department and asked 
19 Carol Jones -- no relation, coincidence; Jones is a 
20 funny name -- what she had that may have gone out to 
21 the store in the way of a price change notification 
22 that would have changed the price on my 6800 
23 computer to lead Cindy to believe it was a different 
24 price. And she had nothing to show that. And she 
25 brought it up on the CEM terminal and verified for 
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1 me that the price was in fact still 1999.97, regular 
2 price. 
3 At that time I went upstairs to the store 
4 desk who does releases to the stores, UPC changes, 
5 item description changes and FM number, new-item 
6 notification, to find out what they had on file that 
7 may have been released to the stores that would lead 
8 Cindy to believe that the computer was priced 
9 different than 1999.97. And she researched it
 %for 
10 me and found a new-item document showing that & new 
11 item had been set up, and that had just been 
12 released to the stores under that. That was what 
13 Cindy was looking at. 
14 Subsequent to that --
15 Q. Stop just a minute. Now, who was it you 
16 were talking to when you determined this new»item 
17 you just referred to had been released to the 
18 stores? 
19 A. Jan Pellegrini on the store desk. 
20 Q. Jan? 
21 A. Pellegrini. 
22 Q. Do you know how to spell her last name? 
23 A. p- -- no. 
24 Q. Give it a shot. 
25 A. P-e-1-1- -- I think it's -e-g-r-i-n-i. 
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1 Q. Thank you. She indicated that there had 
2 been some kind of a new-item notice that had been 
3 sent out with the 999 price? 
4 A. On a different FM number. Yes. 
5 Q. On a different FM number? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Okay. What did you do then? 
8 A. At that time I went back to my desk and sat 
9 down at my computer and wrote the memo that you have 
10 there that you don't have in evidence yet. I wrote 
11 a memo that explains to the stores what the piece of 
12 paper that Cindy Dubois was looking at, and how she 
13 had gotten confused, and I wanted to ensure that 
14 everybody understood what they were looking at, to 
15 clarify the pricing on the 6800 computer. 
16 Q# Did you do anything else that day 
17 concerning this issue? 
18 A. I took that down to the mail room to ensure 
19 that it would be printed and sent out to the stores 
20 as quickly as possible. 
21 Q. I'm going to enter in this document in a 
22 minute, so don't think I'm not going to enter it, 
23 but I want to back up just a minute and ask you a 
24 couple of questions. 
25 When you had the conversation with Cinay, 
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1 after you told her you would research it and you 
2 said you told her it was in error, as I recall your 
3 testimony, was anything more said in that particular 
4 conversation? 
5 A. I said, "Absolutely under no terms should 
6 you sell the computer at 999.97." 
7 Q. You remember saying that specifically? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Anything else that was said? 
10 A. Not that I recall. 
11 Q. Did Cindy say anything else to you other 
12 than asking you about this document? 
13 A. Not that I recall. 
14 MR. BIGELOW: Can we go off the record just 
15 a second. 
16 MR. HENNING: Sure. 
17 (Discussion off the record.) 
18 (Deposition Exhibit No. 7 
19 was marked for identification.) 
20 MR. BIGELOW: I have just been handed a 
21 hardline store new-item notice that counsel may have 
22 previously provided to me and somehow I may have 
23 overlooked it. I'm not making an accusation I wasn't 
24 provided it. I just didn't notice it in preparing 
25 for the deposition. 
000251 
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1 MR. HENNING: It may have been it wasn't 
2 provided because it wasn't asked for. I don't 
3 know. But anyway, you got it now. That's the 
4 point. 
5 MR. BIGELOW: I appreciate that. 
6 BY MR. BIGELOW: 
7 Q. Let me just show Mr. Jones this particular 
8 document, Exhibit 7, and ask you to tell me what 
9 that is, if you know. 
10 A. That is a hardline new store item notice 
11 for Utah, Bountiful, dated 12/28/90. 
12 Q. That particular document -- have you seen 
13 that document before? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. When did you first see that? 
16 A. I first saw it when I went to see Jan 
17 Pellegrini on December 31st. 
18 Q. Is this the document that Jan showed you 
19 indicating the different price for the 6800 Leading 
20 Technology computer that we have been discussing? 
21 A. No. This is a different computer. 
22 Q. It's a different computer? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 MR. HENNING: Look at the Fred Meyer 
25 numbers. 
010252 
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1 MR. BIGELOW: I see the Fred Meyer number 
is different than the previous Fred Meyer number for 
2 
3 
4 
the Leading Technology computer 
MR. HENNING: Right. 
5 BY MR. BIGELOW: fiR00SX-
Leading Technology 6800SX, 
6 Q. But it is a 
7 correct? 
8 A
. Yes. 6800SX refe 
r s to the box in which the 
9 d i v i d u a l components are mounted. 
» multipie configurations of esOOSX.s 
x l Q. Let's go back now. You i n d i t e d that 
• , e d or investigated this pricing 
1 2 after you had discussed or 
^ Tiii-h vou on tne 
t h a t cindy had discussed with yo 
13 issue that Cinay .f t h e 
<-
 n„t a memorandum to clarity 
1 4 telephone, you sent out a mem 
, om the Fred Meyer offices; correct? 
15 issue from tne U B 
16 A. Yes. 
(Deposition Exhibit No. 8 
m a r k e d for identification.) 
was marKea i-w 
19 BY MR. BIGELOW: 
, Tihat's been marked as t me show you what s 
a ask you if You recognize that 
21 Exhibit 8, and ask yo 
2 0 Q- L e 
22 document. 
~ Trhirh we sent out. 
2 3 A. That is the memo which w 
Q. That was prepared by you? 
24 
25 A. Yes. 0(30253 
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1 Q. When are these goldenrod memos used? 
2 A. They are used when action is required 
3 within 24 hours by store personnel. 
4 Q. This was mailed to the Bountiful store from 
5 here in Portland; is that correct? 
6 A. It was sent out in the intersectional 
7 envelope to the store, yes. 
8 Q. Do you know when it was received in the 
9 Bountiful store? 
10 A. No. 
11 Q. Did you make any attempt to contact Cindy 
12 by telephone to discuss this memo with her? 
13 A. I didn't feel that I needed to since I told 
14 her not to sell the computer. 
15 Q. Just to clarify, on Exhibit 7, you 
16 indicated that there is a -- there was a Leading 
17 Technology 6800SX computer that was available for 
18 sale for the price of 999.97? 
19 A. Available for special order for the price 
20 of 999 . 97. 
21 Q. Does this particular document, Exhibit 7, 
22 indicate that it has to be special ordered? 
23 A. No. There's not an "LR" flag on this 
24 document. There is on the CEM terminal, though. 
25 MR. BIGELOW: Off the record. 
0002 
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1 MR. HENNING: He's asking for personal 
2 knowledge, not information you have received from 
3 other people. 
4 THE WITNESS: No. 
5 BY MR. BIGELOW: 
6 Q. So if she did, you're not aware of what the 
7 components were of any computer she might have 
8 purchased; is that correct? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. Did you have any other conversations with 
11 individuals besides Carol Jones and Jan Pellegrini 
12 and Cindy Dubois concerning the price of this 
13 particular computer that Cindy was inquiring about? 
14 A. Prior to a specific date? This has been 
15 going on for a long time. 
16 Q. During the week of December 31, 1990, 
17 through January 4th, through that Friday. 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. I think what I want to ask is this: If I 
20 understand you correctly, what you're telling me is 
21 that there is this computer that you have as Fred 
22 Meyer No. 200316 that's reflected on both Exhibits 7 
23 and 9, but there's also another 6800 Leading 
24 Technology computer that has a Fred Meyer No. 
25 224584. Am I correct so far? 
0n02f,5 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And that the computer that is Exhibit --
3 that is referenced on Exhibit 7 and 9 is one that 
4 was available for -- through special order? Is that 
5 what you said previous? 
6 A, Special order only. 
7 Q. And the computer that is referenced on 
8 Exhibit 8, the 6800SX computer referenced on Exhibit 
9 8, was the one that was the stock item that Fred 
10 Meyer was carrying; is that correct? 
11- A. It's been carried since it was originally 
12 set up on the documents that you previously entered 
13 into evidence. 
14 Q. Okay. And you have had no discussions or 
15 you had no discussions during the week of December 
16 31, 1990, through January 4th of 1991 with any of 
17 the people at the Bountiful office or the Bountiful 
18 Fred Meyer store concerning the difference between 
19 the price for these two particular units; is that 
20 correct? 
21 MR. HENNING: What was the time frame, 
22 Counsel? 
23 MR. BIGELOW: Between December 31, 1990, 
24 and January 4th of 1991. 
25 BY MR. BIGELOW: 
CSN20WL1 HOL STORE NEW ITEM NOTICE 
UQ P£M PEC EFF DATE 10/05/90 
BATCH ITEM* 0 DESCRIPTION 
M COLOR CLS CO OSO VENOOR NAME 
S12E -LDC0--
STOCK NUMBER PAGE LN 
86 18 224584 LEAO TECH 6OO0SX COMPUTER 
Y 8004 S LEADING TECHNOLOGY 
978254 LORUS SPORT 100MW/R BLK/ORANGE 
G 8021 B OSD SIMON GOLU0 
97828a LORUS SPORT 100MW/R BLK/GREEN 
G 802 1 B OSO SIMON GOLUB 
225169 SONY MONITOR HEADPHONE 
386SXW/85M 
6000SX 
EACH 
PU013 
EACH 
QF02 1 
EACH 
OOOO 00 
OOOO OO 
OOOO OO 
OOOO OO 
8082 THOMSON CONSUMER ELECTRON MDR-V2 
224436 EQUITY QUARTZ ALARM WHITE EACH OOOO 00 
Y 8085 K EQUITY INDUSTRIES 827-12W 
PREPARED 10/05/90 AT 21:53 PAGE 47 
--FLAGS-- --LINKED--
T \ F C D OEPT PRICE ALPHA 
UPC/PLU RETAIL X S S G S PLU DEPT MM RPT CD 
17029-30025 1999.97 REG COMPUTbR 
8004 
50207-01076 39.95 REG WATCH 
8021 
50207-01091 44.95 REG WATCH 
802 1 
27242-02966 39.97 REG HEADPHONE 
8082 
47404-20086 8.97 REG ALARM CLOCK 
8085 
CSN20WL1 HOL STORE NEW ITEM NOTICE 
UQ PEM PEC EFF DATE 10/05/90 
BATCH ITEM* D DESCRIPTION 
M COLOR CLS CO DSD VENDOR NAME 
86 18 224584 LEAD TECH 6000SX COMPUTER 
Y 8004 S LEAOING TECHNOLOGY 
978254 LORUS SPORT 100MW/R BLK/ORANGE 
G 8021 B DSD SIMON GOLUfc 
978288 LORUS SPORT 100MW/R BLK/GREEN 
G 8021 B OSD SIMON GOLU& 
225169 SONY MONITOR HEADPHONE 
8082 THOMSON CONSUMER ELECTRON MDR-V2 
224436 EQUITY QUARTZ ALARM WHITE 
Y 8085 K EQUITY INDUSTRIES 
srze 
STOCK NUMBER 
386SXW/85M 
6000SX 
EACH 
PU013 
EACH 
QF02 1 
EACH 
EACH 
827- 12W 
'LOCO-
PAGE LN 
OOOO 00 
OOOO OO 
0000 00 
OOOO 00 
OOOO 00 
PREPARED 10/05/90 AT 21:53 PAGE 47 
--FLAGS-- --LINKED--
T $ F C D DEPJ PRICE ALPHA 
UPC/PLU RETAIL X S S G S PLU DEPT MM R|>T CD 
17029-30025 1999.97 REQ COMPUTER 
8004 
50207-O1076 39.95 REG WATCH 
8021 
50207-01091 44.95 REG WATCH 
802 1 
27242-02966 39.97 REG HEADPHONE 
8082 
47404-20086 8.97 REG ALARM CLOCK 
8085 
U3 H I A ^ W A T -*1 E F F P A T E 1 2 / ^ O / Q Q 
BA"TCH~ I T E M E D * DESCRIPTION 
T COLOR CLS,CD DSO VENOOR NAME-. 
SIZE- -~ -LOCO— 
STOCK NUMBER PAGE LN 
, y - r LAGS LINKED— 
UPC/PLU RETAIL— 
T. X F. C-D^DEPTl.PRICErALPHA^-:t; 
X S S Q S - PLUJDEPTr;~*"H '**T 
9021 S7S415 CRE 30TH CARBIDE SAW BLADE 
; 3076- K THE CREDO COMPANY 
22164? CREDO STEEL BlAOF 7-^4-X 20TH 
1Q INCH 
18455 
0492 25 
0-493 24 
76683-18455 
75683-19165 
1 7 . 3 9 
• ^ , 9 9 
AO 
AQ 
. ^ , - —^ S A W 3 L A C & 
S.Q7S * . T * 
1?TgF! ?l>gg 
8 0 7 6 THE CREDO COMPANY 
CSN20WL1 MQL STORE NEW ITEM NOTICE PREPARED « 2 / 2 9 / Q 0 A * 
- UB PEM PEC E F F DATE 1 2 / 2 3 / 9 0 
BATCH TTEMg D D E S C R I P T I O N 
— FLAGS— --LINKED — 
S " C ? ?g°T QQTCE ALP»A COLOR CLS CD OSO VENDOR NAME 
9022 200316 LEAD TECH 1 MB, VGA, 1 FDD CPU 
3CQ4 S PSD LEADING TECHNOLOGY 
STOCK NUMBcR PAGE LN UPC/PLU RETAIL X S S G S PLU CEPT MM RPT C3 
EACH 
S8C0SX 
0 0 0 0 OO 8 8 2 S 7 - 5 0 7 3 1 9 9 9 . 9 7 REG 
2 S 0 5 7 1 M I N D S C A P E F L I G H T OF I N T R U D E R 
Y 8COS B M I N D S C A P E I N C 
EACH 
110501 
OOOO OO 50047-1O5O1 44.97 REG 
250589 MINOSCAPE GAUNTLET II 
Y 8005 B MINOSCAPE INC 
2SOS05 MINDSCAPE DAYS OF THUNDER 
EACH 
110499 
OOOO OO 50047-10439 28.37 REG 
0000 00 *CQ47-1Q5C2 25.97 REG 
soos MINDSCAPE INC 
E X H I B I T 
_ 7 
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1 a Monday morning. 
2 Q. You're sure of that? 
3 A. No. It might have been a Tuesday morning, 
4 Monday or Tuesday. It was in January. 
5 Q. Do you remember the day — or approximate time 
6 in January? 
7 A. It was the first part of January. I think it 
8 was — it was either Monday morning or Tuesday morning, 
9 the first part of January and at 7:00 a.m. 
10 Q. And how did you become aware there was a 
11 problem? 
12 A. A gentleman named Dave Swaringen came up to 
13 myself and told me about it. 
14 Q. Do you know how to spell Mr. Swaringen's last 
15 name? 
16 A. S-W-E-R-E-A-R-I-N-G — whatever. I'm sorry. 
17 Q. Okay. At any rate, he'd had a conversation 
18 with you approximately 7:00 a.m. one morning about this 
19 issue with Cindy and the computer? 
20 A. Uh-huh. 
21 Q. This happened at the store? 
22 A. Yes, at the front desk. 
23 Q. Okay. And what did Mr. Swaringen say to you? 
24 A. He came up and said he needed to talk to me 
25 about something important and I said okay. And we 
15 
1 stepped away from the service desk so there's nobody 
2 around. And he told me that he needed to tell me 
3 something because he didn't feel right about what he had 
4 done. 
5 And I proceeded to ask him what and he was 
6 nervous. And he said that he sold Cindy a computer last 
7 night for $999 and he did not get an authorization for 
8 the discount. And that's cause for immediate 
9 termination. And he did not want to lose his job 
10 because he knew it was wrong. 
11 Q. That he didn't get authorization for a 
12 discount? 
13 A. Right. 
14 Q. That's what he said he did wrong? 
15 A. He — yeah. He said that and he also — he 
16 said that he knew the price was $1,999. And I proceeded 
17 to ask him how he knew that and he proceeded to tell me 
18 me that — he proceeded to tell me that Cindy told him a 
19 couple days before that he should get one of these also 
20 at this discount price. 
21 Q. Okay. What else was said? 
22 A. I think — that was about it with Dave. I 
23 told him, you know, thanks and I'd get back with him and 
24 don't tell anybody. 
25 Q. I want to make sure I understand what was — 
1 what you understood was being said, okay, so forgive me 
2 if I re-ask this again, but what you understood Dave to 
3 be asking or saying to you was that there was a computer 
4 that he sold to Cindy at a discounted price and he had 
5 not gotten approval from whoever he should have gotten 
6 approval from to sell it at that discounted price, so he 
7 was concerned about his job because he sold the computer 
8 at the discounted price without authority, correct? 
9 I A. Without a what? 
10 Q. Without authority or approval from whoever he 
11 was supposed to get it from? 
12 A. He knew it was wrong. 
13 Q. Okay. But — okay. You're telling me he knew 
14 the price was wrong is what you're saying, I believe; is 
15 that correct? Is that what you're telling me? 
16 A. Yeah. 
17 Q. And he said he sold a computer to Cindy at a 
18 discounted price without getting somebody's approval and 
19 so he was worried about his job, correct? 
20 A. Well, he was worried about his job and he knew 
21 it was wrong and he wanted to come clean on it. 
22 Q. Okay. Did he say if he had a conversation 
23 with Cindy where he told her that it was the wrong 
24 price? 
25 A. He didn't tell me that. 
1 Q. Did he say he'd checked the hard lines pricing 
2 system to see if it was the correct price? 
3 A. No. That's all that was said, and I said I 
4 would take it from there. 
5 Q. He didn't describe to you how he knew it was 
6 wrong? 
7 A. The only thing he said, he said Cindy told him 
8 this is a great deal, that you should buy one, too. 
9 That's all. 
10 Q. Okay. Did he ever say that Dennis had said it 
11 was not the correct price? 
12 A. That morning? 
13 Q. Yes, when you talked to him. 
14 A. No. But Dennis came in an hour later and told 
15 me that. 
16 Q. Okay. So approximately an hour later you had 
17 a conversation with Dennis Robson about this issue, 
18 correct? 
19 A. About — yeah, 8:30 or so. 
20 Q. And tell me the substance of your conversation 
21 with Dennis. 
22 A. Dennis had come in and he did whatever he had 
23 to do and he came up to me, and I said, "Well, I've 
24 already called security on the issue and Charlie on the 
25 issue and they will handle it from here.11 
18 
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1 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
2 MR. HENNING: Go ahead and answer. 
3 THE WITNESS: Wellf there were several questions 
4 asked. She was asked whether she bought the computer at 
5 that price. She said she did. And she was asked why 
6 she bought it at that price, and said she got the price 
7 out of the CEM. Asked her if the manager — had the 
8 manager told her not to buy it at that price, and she 
9 had said yes, the manager told her not to buy it at that 
10 price. Had she called the buyer to see whether that was 
11 the correct price. She said she'd called the buyer and 
12 that was — that wasn't the correct price and he told 
13 her also that she shouldn't be buying it at that price. 
14 So those questions were asked. And the question 
15 was asked why she bought it. She said, "Well, I waited 
16 three days and it still wasn't changed on the CEM, so I 
17 bought it." 
18 BY MR. BIGELOW: 
19 Q. Did she tell you that she had called the buyer 
20 to ask him about the price? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Did she say anything to the effect that he had 
23 told her he — if it wasn't the correct price that he 
24 would notify her? 
25 A. I don't recall whether she said that. I 
1 recall her saying that he told her that it was the wrong 
2 price, but I don't remember her calling — yeah, I'm 
3 sure he would have said that he would fix the file. 
4 Q. And isn't the normal thing that the buyer 
5 would do in your experience would be to fix the computer 
6 file to put the correct price in? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Do you know if he did that? 
9 I A. I don't know if he did that. It does take a 
10 few days to do it, so I don't know if he did or not. I 
11 | didn't even know the file was wrong until that morning. 
12 Q. Okay. Were you advised that the file — the 
13 price in the file was wrong? 
14 A. Well, I was advised there was something wrong 
15 in the file. I never looked at it. In fact, I never 
16 looked at the file at all. 
17 Q. So you didn't go verify what the correct price 
18 was on this particular computer? 
19 A. It also showed, as I understand, a new item 
20 sheet or the fact tech sheet — we call it the fact tech 
21 sheet — on the computer which showed the price, the 
22 regular price on it. 
23 Q. That's the only thing you did? 
24 A. That's the only thing I saw, uh-huh. 
25 Q. Do you know if Maria Packer or Paul Seely or 
1 anyone else had done more to verify the price? 
2 A. I assume they did. 
3 Q. You don't recall discussing with them whether 
4 or not they actually had done anything else? 
5 A. No. I do have somewhat of a working 
6 knowledge, though, of the prices of our computers 
7 because, like I say, I do supervise it. I do know what 
8 — approximately what the prices are. 
9 I could tell you probably a couple hundred items in 
10 that department what the price is, so I do have a 
11 working knowledge of the prices. 
12 Q. In fact, there is a leading — there was a 
13 Leading Technology 6800 computer that was for sale in 
14 the Fred Meyer system for the $999 at that time, 
15 correct? 
16 A. I don't know. 
17 Q. Okay. Other than the questions and answers 
18 you've just described to me now, do you recall any other 
19 questions and answers in that conversation or that 
20 meeting with Cindy? 
21 A. Before I terminated her? 
22 Q. Before you terminated her. 
23 A. Just that she was asked why she did the 
24 discount and after she was told not to do the discount 
25 why she went ahead and bought the machine, and that's 
20 
1 about it really. 
2 Q. And what was her response to that particular 
3 question? 
4 A. She waited three days and it was still in the 
5 file so she wanted to buy the computer so she bought 
6 it. Then she said, "Well, if there's a problem with it, 
7 I'll bring it back." That was the next statement out of 
8 her mouth. 
9 I Q. Okay. Was anything else said before the time 
10 you actually terminated her that you recall? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. Did you discuss the answers she'd given to the 
13 J questions with anyone before making the decision to 
14 terminate her? 
15 A. Yes. We went back out in the hall and I 
16 talked with Maria and the other guy, and then they also 
17 called Marlin Baker. We kind of conferred with him over 
18 the telephone. I didn't. They did and so forth. And 
19 at that point the — it was up to me to do what I wanted 
20 — whatever I wanted to do with the situation. 
21 Q. Did you consider at the time when you were all 
22 meeting there together with Cindy to be a low key 
23 meeting or a hostile meeting? How did you feel — what 
24 was the mood in the meeting? 
25 A. I've been through a lot of those interviews 
1 and it didn't seem anything — it wasn't real hostile. 
2 I mean, there was no yelling and screaming or anything 
3 like that at all. So, I mean, I've seen some of those, 
4 so I know what the difference between them are. I 
5 didn't see it at all. It was very calmly asked her and 
6 
7 Q. Okay. After you talked with Maria and Paul 
8 and they conferred with Mr. Baker, you then made a 
9 decision to fire Cindy, correct? 
10 A. Yes, I did. 
11 Q. Okay. And tell me, if you would, why you made 
12 that decision. 
13 A. Well, there was — to me there was — there's 
14 two violations basically of the company policy. I'm 
15 sure you're looking at the employee responsibility form 
16 everyone sells — or signs, I mean. And it was obvious 
17 to me that she had given herself a discount and it was 
18 obvious that she was told not to buy that merchandise at 
19 that price because that wasn't the price. And she, 
20 obviously, went ahead and did it. 
21 So to me that seemed like it was a very 
22 cut-and-dried situation. She had discounted to herself 
23 which was a violation of company policy and was 
24 insubordination when she was asked not to buy it at that 
25 price because that was wrong. 
nnnP7l 
1 Q. Okay. 
2 (Whereupon Exhibit No. 1 was 
3 marked for identification.) 
4 BY MR. BIGELOW: 
5 Q. Let me show you what's been marked as 
6 Exhibit 1. That's the employee policy you were just 
7 referring to. 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. So would you, please, reference to me the 
10 sections of that employee policy that you relied upon in 
11 making the decision to terminate her at that time? 
12 A. It's (b) here: Giving and receiving 
13 unauthorized credit or price discounts on merchandise 
14 sold or purchased in our stores. Unauthorized price 
15 discounts would include ffADfl prices which are not 
16 available to the public. 
17 And then there would be insubordination, such as 
18 willfully disobeying the instructions of an authorized 
19 person-in-charge, and I think that — any other employee 
2 0 related misconduct which is determined by the company to 
21 be of equal serious nature. 
22 Q. The first couple of grounds that you reference 
23 — well, let me rephrase that. The first one you 
24 referenced falls under the category of termination for 
2 5 dishonesty, correct? 
1 A. Is that what it says on there? 
2 MR. HENNING: The first one? 
3 MR. BIGELOW: The first one he referred to. 
4 MR. HENNING: Giving or receiving unauthorized 
5 credit or price discounts. 
6 MR. BIGELOW: Yeah. 
7 MR. HENNING: That's what it says. 
8 MR. BIGELOW: Right. 
9 I Q. That's what you consider it to be, correct? 
10 A. Uh-huh. 
11 Q. Do you consider Cindy to be a dishonest 
12 person? 
13 A. In this situation, I do. 
14 Q. Okay. And the previous multiple years that 
15 you'd been involved with Cindy as an employee at 
16 Fred Meyer, had you observed any other type of dishonest 
17 — what you consider to be dishonest behavior? 
18 A. No. Because if I had, it would have been the 
19 same situation. 
20 Q. All right. When you made the decision to 
21 terminate Cindy what happened next? 
22 A. I told her — I basically kind of stated the 
23 policy to her and said that we'd have to terminate her 
24 and she — you know, she started to cry and says, "Can I 
25 just quit?11 And I said, "Well, no, under this 
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1 Q. So your understanding about the other 6800 
2 Leading Technology computer came from a security person 
3 who had spoken to the buyer, correct? 
4 A. My very, very initial thing was just that — 
5 yes, that was the model, but they had just messed up on 
6 the price, you know, very, very obviously that they had 
7 messed up on the price, that it was the same model but 
8 they had messed up on the price, 
9 Q. But your understanding about this shell of a 
10 computer concept came from your conversation with a 
11 security person who reported that they had heard this 
12 from the buyer, correct? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Okay. When you were talking with Cindy and 
15 Dave in the store about the price problem, was anything 
16 else said in terms of — you told me Cindy had talked to 
17 the buyer and what he had said to her. What else was 
18 said in that conversation with Cindy? 
19 A. She brought it to my attention that that was 
20 what the price was, and I says, "Gee, we know that's the 
21 wrong price." And she says, "Yes, the buyer's checking 
22 into it and he's going to let us know," that he told her 
23 it was a error. And she says — there was three of us 
24 there. She says, "Gee, we should all buy one at that 
25 price." And Dave had just bought a computer a few days 
1 before, a few weeks before. And she told Dave at least 
2 twice while I was there, gee, you should return that one 
3 and get this one for this price. And I says, "Boy, no 
4 one had better do that. We know that this cannot be 
5 right, not for $999. No one had better do that, none of 
6 our employees had better do that," and went to work for 
7 the rest of the day. 
8 Q. Okay. And then when did this problem come up 
9 again with Cindy? 
10 A. After I — the next morning I came to work and 
11 noticed that — I always check my sales. It's broken 
12 down so I can tell what merchandise I've sold. Check my 
13 sales and I noticed they were a little higher than 
14 normal, what I would have expected during the sales 
15 during the day while I was there. 
16 And Dave was working again that morning over in my 
17 department. He was in early working on freight. And I 
18 went over and mentioned, gee, the sales are sure 
19 especially high in the computer. And he says, "Yes, 
20 Cindy bought that computer right after you went home 
21 last night." Right after I went home the night before 
22 she turned around and bought the computer for the $999 
23 price. 
24 Q. Okay. What else was said between you and Dave 
25 at that time? 
1 letting me know. 
2 Q. Is he still employed by Fred Meyer? 
3 A. Yes, but that's the only other person I talked 
4 to up to where we're at right now. 
5 Q. Okay. After — did you talk to anybody else 
6 prior to the time from that time period up until the 
7 time Cindy was fired? 
8 A. The next morning, you know, phone call. I 
9 don't remember if he called me or I called him. One of 
10 these manager trainees that I had in the store for 
11 several weeks I'd worked with and Cindy had worked with, 
12 Jan Williams who had just been made the manager of the 
13 Taylorsville store and we — not just him. It was 
14 probably several of us managers talked almost daily on 
15 the phone about how were the sales or how's this problem 
16 or how are you set for this ad or can I borrow some 
17 merchandise. 
18 We do a lot of — if I'm short a couple TV's, we 
19 trade them around between stores and take care of 
20 things. So it's not unusual for us to talk almost 
21 daily. And I don't remember if Jan called me or I 
22 called him, but I was just so amazed by this. I know 
23 just in the conversation that I says, you know, "You'll 
24 never believe what happened. Cindy bought this computer 
25 at this unauthorized discount and security's going to 
24 
1 come in and talk to her this morning." 
2 And, you know, I was just totally amazed. And that 
3 was about the extent of that conversation. That's the 
4 only other person I had talked to. 
5 Q. Do you recall that being prior to the time 
6 security was in to talk to her, right? 
7 A. Yes, I'm sure it was like first thing in the 
8 morning. I believe they came in at 9:00 or 10:00 or 
9 something. I don't know. 
10 Q. Did you talk with anyone else prior to the 
11 time she was terminated? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Okay. After — you weren't present when she 
14 was terminated, were you? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Did you speak with anyone about her being 
17 terminated after that time period in the week or so 
18 after it happened? 
19 A. Not that I recall. I'm sure like this 
20 Dave Swaringen that was involved and rang it up for her, 
21 I'm sure, mentioned — I don't know if it was that day 
22 or maybe the next day he was at work, the day they let 
23 Cindy go but that would have been all. That's the only 
24 one I'm sure. We kept it pretty quiet. At least we 
25 tried to. 
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2 Q. We need you to answer audibly. 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Thank you. Describe for me the conversation 
5 you had with Dennis concerning a problem Cindy was 
6 having with Fred Meyer. 
7 A. He brought up a situation with a computer 
8 going in the system at an incorrect price, price that 
9 I everyone in that department was aware of, and that she 
10 had purchased the computer at that lower than unusual 
11 • price and that was definitely a no, no. 
12 Q. Now, when you say a computer went into the 
13 system at an incorrect price? 
14 A. Uh-huh. 
15 Q. Explain that to me. What system are you 
16 talking about? 
17 A. It would have been a Leading Technology 
18 computer, if I remember correctly, a 38 6 
19 microprocessor. I can't remember the model number at 
20 this point. 6000, perhaps. File maintenance in 
21 Portland had put it in under the incorrect price. 
22 Q. Had put the price — 
23 A. The price. 
24
 Q. Let me finish the question. Had put the price 
25 into a computer system at an incorrect price? 
1 was just bringing up an issue that had arisen in his 
2 store? 
3 A. Possibly the latter. 
4 Q. Okay. Do you recall having any other 
5 conversations with Dennis about the problems Cindy had 
6 with Fred Meyer? 
7 A. I do not. 
8 Q. Did Dennis advise you at any time that Cindy 
9 was going to be terminated because she had purchased 
10 this particular computer at the lower price? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. So did you communicate to anybody else the 
13 fact that you're aware that Cindy was going to be 
14 terminated because of a problem of purchasing the 
15 computer at a lower price? 
16 A. No. 
17 Q. You didn't communicate that to Mr. Chris Cox? 
18 A. I talked to Chris Cox, but I did not tell him 
19 anything about termination. 
20 Q. You did talk to him about Cindy and the 
21 computer? 
22 A. That's correct. 
23 Q. What did you say? 
24 A. I think we went over the situation of the 
25 pricing problem and that loss prevention was involved 
000283 
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1 and possibly would talk to her about it. That's all I 
2 recall. 
3 Q. When you had the conversation with Dennis, was 
4 it your understanding that Cindy had already purchased 
5 the computer? 
6 A. It's my understanding she had purchased it the 
7 evening that — the evening prior to our conversation. 
8 Q. Okay. And was it your understanding that 
9 Dennis was saying he had advised her prior to her 
10 purchase that she was not to purchase the computer? 
11 A. I don't remember that conversation. 
12 Q. Okay. Did you have any conversations with 
13 anyone else other than Mr. Cox about the problem with 
14 Cindy relating to this particular computer? 
15 A. Later in the day a gentleman by the name of 
16 Marty Christensen came up to me and asked what I knew 
17 about Cindy's situation, and I played pretty much 
18 ignorant, if I remember. I did ask who he got the 
19 information from. 
20 Q. And what did he say? 
21 A. Carolyn Gardner in Bountiful. 
22 Q. And who is Carolyn? 
23 A. She is a — or still is the apparel manager 
24 for that store. 
2 5
 Q. Did he volunteer any other information when he 
12 
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estimate? 
A. Not really. It would have been — 
Q. Was it — 
A. — maybe even a week, maybe the next day. I 
don't recall. 
Q. It wasn't like more than a month later? 
A. It was not the center point of our 
conversation. 
Q. Okay. But you did have some kind of a 
conversation with Mr. Robson about this issue again? 
A. If I recall, yes, that's true. 
Q. Okay. Where were you when you had this 
conversation? 
A. I would have been in my store. 
Q. This would have been — 
A. And he in his. 
Q. — another telephone conversation? 
A. On the telephone. We generally call each 
other frequently, business related situations. 
Q. Okay. And what was the substance of this 
other conversation you recall? 
A. I do not recall, other than she was 
dismissed. That's it. 
MR. BIGELOW: Okay. I have no other questions. 
(Whereupon the deposition was concluded at 1:50 pm.) 
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1 notification that listed a Leading Technology 6800SX 
2 computer for a price of $999.97. And I asked Cindy if 
3 that was the correct price. 
4 Q What did she say? 
5 A She said she didn't know. 
6 Q Did you discuss that any further with her at 
7 that time? 
8 A She said she would call the buyer, and that's 
9 the last we discussed of it. 
10 Q And you are sure that was a new item 
11 notification? 
12 A Yes. 
13 Q Not a new UPC notification? 
14 A New item. 
15 Q So you didn't have any other conversations 
16 with Cindy on December 31st about that computer? 
17 A No. 
18 Q When was the next conversation you had with 
19 her concerning that computer? 
20 A January 2nd. 
21 Q What time of day? 
22 ' A I came in at 11:00, so it was probably between 
23 I 11:00 and 11:15, right after I came in the door. 
24 I Q What was the substance of that conversation? 
25 | A I asked Dennis if he had seen the new item 
On 100288 
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1 notification on the 6800SX computer. He said yes, and I 
2 asked him about the price. He said it was an incorrect 
3 price. 
4 Cindy said, "Well, if it was the correct 
5 price, you should bring yours back and trade it and we 
6 should all buy one at that price." 
7 And at that time, Dennis said, "No one better 
8 try it." 
9 Q So when Cindy said you should bring yours 
10 back, she was referring to the computer that you had 
11 purchased earlier? 
12 A Yes. 
13 Q This 5000AT? 
14 A Yes. 
15 Q Did you have any other discussions with Cindy 
16 that day about the computer? 
17 A No—well, later in the evening when I rang it 
18 up. 
19 Q Later in the evening Cindy came to you to ring 
20 the computer up so she could purchase it, correct? 
21 A Yes. She brought it up from the back room. 
22 Q What time of day was that? 
23 A That would have been about 6:00. 
24 Q What was said to you or what was the substance 
25 of any conversations you had at that time? 
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
CINDY DUBOIS, 
VS. 
GRAND CENTRAL, 
FRED MEYER, 
Plaintiff, ; 
INC. d/b/a ] 
Defendant. 
ORDER 
i Civil No. 910900739CV 
) Judge Michael R. Murphy 
On May 4, 1992, Lee C. Henning, attorney for defendant Grand 
Central, Inc., d/b/a Fred Meyer and Richard N. Bigelow, attorney 
for plaintiff Dubois, appeared before this court for a hearing on 
three motions: defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, defendant's 
Motion to Strike the Affidavit of plaintiff, and plaintiff's Motion 
to Amend her Complaint. The court, having reviewed and considered 
all motions and memorandum and after hearing argument of counsel 
hereby orders that: 
1. Plaintiff's Motion to Amend her Complaint is hereby 
granted. 
2. Defendant's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Plaintiff 
is hereby denied. 
3. Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment is granted and 
JUN 3 1992 
plaintiff's original Complaint and Amended Complaint are hereby 
dismissed with prejudice. 
The court's rulings are based on the following rationales: 
1. Plaintiff's affidavit was not inconsistent with her 
deposition testimony with regard to whether Mr. Jones told 
plaintiff that he would "immediately" correct any problem in the 
pricing system. Plaintiff's deposition testimony reflects what 
Jones actually told plaintiff, whereas plaintiff's affidavit 
reflected what plaintiff assumed would be done by Jones with regard 
to the apparent price discrepancy. 
2. There is no implied covenant of good faith and fair 
dealings in Utah for employment contracts. 
3. The evidence reflected that Fred Meyer had a substantial 
basis for its conclusion that plaintiff had purchased the computer 
for an unauthorized price and in violation of express instructions 
from her superiors, which actions amount to violations of the Fred 
Meyer employment contract and justified plaintiff's termination. 
4. Once a court determines that an employer's decision is 
supported by substantial evidence, it is not the job of Utah courts 
to review the employer's decision to see if the court would reach 
the same determination. Rather, it is the court's job to evaluate 
whether the employer has complied with all procedural and 
substantive requirements of the particular employment contract. 
The Fred Meyer employment contract contained no procedural 
guidelines and therefore plaintiff's termination is not 
-2-
challengeable on procedural grounds. Substantively, Fred Meyer's 
decision to terminate plaintiff is supported by substantial 
evidence. When an employer's decision is supported by substantial 
evidence, the employer's decision is not subject to court challenge 
on these grounds, absent evidence that the stated reasons for 
termination were merely pretextual. 
5. The plaintiff produced no evidence in this case that the 
stated grounds for her termination were pretextual. Had plaintiff 
produced such evidence, a factual issue would exist whether 
plaintiff's termination was for the stated grounds or was for 
another reason. Having a substantial basis for its decision and no 
evidence of pretext having been presented, the defendant's motion 
must be granted. 
6. All other claims by plaintiff are dismissed for the 
reasons stated in defendant's- memorandum. 
DATED this 2^ day of&ay, 1992. 
BY THE COURT 
-3-
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the x/ day of May, 1992, a true and 
correct copy of the proposed ORDER was mailed first-class, postage 
prepaid to: 
Richard N. Bigelow 
MARTIN & BIGELOW, P. C. 
900 Kennecott Building 
10 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84133 
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